NNTP Referral Pathway
Patient in the referring hospital requires a
bed/admission to NICU

Patient in the referring hospital requires a
bed/admission to PICU or other ward in
OLCH, CUHTS or Abroad

Bed MAY or MAY NOT be sourced prior to calling
NNTP depending on preference of the referring
Consultant or established networks

Bed MUST be sourced PRIOR to calling NNTP

Referring Hospital calls NNTP Hotline

0818300188
The Hotline is answered by one of the nurses in the relevant NICU on call for transport. She/he in turn, summons
the NNTP Nurse/NNTP Registrar to come to the phone and take details – (caller may often have to wait up to 2
minutes after the phone has been picked up, before speaking with the NNTP team)

NNTP Registrar/Nurse takes details following a structured NNTP flow sheet – this is important but can last up to 5
minutes. Where the original referring caller is busy with patient care, it is acceptable and sometimes encouraged,
that the phone is handed over to someone less busy to relay the information to the NNTP team member.

If the NICU bed is not already sourced, the NNTP
REGISTRAR looks/calls for bed in own or other NICU
(www.nntp.ie /NICU Bed Status, available to assist this
process)

The NNTP Registrar calls the Consultant on call for Transport/NICU Consultant on call to discuss the case.
This can be a very short discussion in straightforward cases or longer in cases where it is not clear whether
the case is within NNTP’s scope of practice
At the same time, the other NNTP team member calls the Ambulance dispatch desk to request dispatch of the
NNTP Driver and Ambulance

The NNTP Team member calls back the referring hospital with additional advice and confirmation of
transport, ETA etc…

The NNTP Team leaves for transport. There may be further phone communication between the team enroute (on NNTP mobile phone), referral hospital and the NNTP Consultant – this depends on the patient
at the time of referral
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